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O P I N I O N
This appeal is made pursuant to section 18640
of the Revenue and Taxation Code from the action of the
Franchise Tax Board in denying the petition of Howard
Paul Rodson for reassessment of a jeopardy assessment of
personal income tax in the amount of $8,790 for the
period January 1, 1982, to November 3, 1982.
11 Unless otherwise specified, all section references
zre to sections of the Revenue and Taxation Code as rn
effect for the period in issue.
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The issue presented by this appeal is whether
respondent properly reconstructed appellant's income for
the period at issue.

.

Between May 26, 1982, and June 3, 1982, the
Torrance Police Department received information from two
informants that appellant was in possession of quantities
of marijuana and cocaine. Based on this and other
information, the police obtained a search warrant of

appellant's residence which was executed on June 3, 1982.
During the search, cocaine and large amounts of cash were
discovered, and appellant was arrested.
Respondent was informed of the above-described
events and determined that the collection-of tax on
'income appellant received during the first half of 1982
would be jeopardized by delay. Respondent reconstructed
appellant's income COP that period using the cash expenditures method and issued.the appropriate jeopardy
assessment. A petition for reassessment was not filed as
appellant jumped bail after being releasedo Subse.quently, the assessment became final,
_.

Appellant kas rearrested on November 3, 1982,
.and was found to be holding over $9,000, which respondent
determined to be further unreported income. Respondent
issued a second jeopardy assessment based on that assumption. Appellant filed a petition for reassessment
concerning the second assessment. During its consideration of the petition, respondent requested further
financial information from appellant. On the financial
questionnaire , appellant reported as income for the
period in question: $2,000 from self-employment as a
carpet cleaner; $5,000 for unknown work for the Tides
Bar-Manhattan Reach and the studio 'The Dungeon;" and
$35,000 from driving cars to Florida. On the statement
of financial condition returned at the same time,
appellant declared $2,000 in saletie& $5,000 from his'
business and profession, and $33c000'in partnership
income, Both forms were signed under penalty of
perjury.
After this and other information was received,
respondent revised its assessments, decreasing its
original assessment while increasing its second assessment. Subsequent to the issuance of the revised assessments, a sentencing hearing stemming from appellant's
arrest was held. A probation report was submitted to the
court which stated that appellant claimed not to have
owned the cocaine found in his apartment,
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appellant claimed to have been storing the drugs for

someone else who was paying him $2,000 a week. Appellant
also stated that he had provided this "service" for the
six months prior to his arrest. Appellant further said
that he had been working during that six-month period as
a repairman at the "The Dungeon" for $200 a week plus
room.

e

Following his sentencing, appellant met with
respondent at an informal hearing where he submitted yet
another set of figures regarding his income for the
period at issue. Following that meeting, respondent
revised its income reconstruction to include as appel'lant's income: $52,000 for holding cocaine ($2,000 a
week for 26 weeks); $35,000 for driving cars to Florida;
$5,200 for work at "The Dungeon" ($200'a week for 26
w*eka); and $2,000 for carpet cleilning work. Respondent
withdrew its previous assessments and issued the present
assessment. On February 1, 1984, appellant filed a tax
return for 1982, but included no W-2 forms or any other
documentation to support his income figures on the, form.
Prior to:the finalization of respondent's latest .
this appeal was filed.
-.asse$sment,
_ _-_~__~
Under the California Personal Income Tax Law, a
taxpayer is required to state the items of his gross
income during the taxable year. (Rev. c Tax. Code,
5 18401.) Except as otherwise provided by law, gross
income is defined to include *all income from whatever
source derived" (Rev. b Tdx. Code, S 170711, and it is
well established that any gain from the sale of narcotics
constitutes gross income. (Farina V. McMahon, 2
A.F.T.R.2d (P-H) q 5815246 mm3
Each taxpayer is required to maintain such
accounting records as will enable 'him to file an accurate
return, and in the absence of such records, the taxing
agency is authorized to compute a taxpayer's income by
whatever method will, %n its judgment, clearly reflect
income. (Rev. h Tax. Code, 3 17561 subd: (b); I.R.C.
~e~;~~~).) Where a taxpayer fail? to maintain the proper
an aporoxlmatlon of net income is 3ustrfled even
if the ialculaiion is not exact. (Appeal of Siroos
Ghazali, Cal. St. Bd. of Equal., Apr. gr 1985.)
Furthermore, the existence of unrepo,rted income may be
demonstrated by any practical method of proof that is
available and it is the taxpayer's burden of proving thpt
a reasonable reconstruction of income is erroneous.
(Appeal of Marcel C. Robles, Cal. St.' Rd. of Equal.,
June 28, 1979.) Unsupported statements that respondent's
-95u
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assessment is erroneous do not satisfy appellant's burden
of proof. (Appeal of Dennis and Cynthia Arnold, Cal. St.
Bd. of Equal., May 6, 1986.)

.

Appellant contends that respondent erroneously
used the highest income figures in each of the four
categories of earnings and that a more accurate statement
of income is represented by the 1982 tax return he filed.
Appellant argues that the statements he made prior to
filing the return are inaccurate as they were made when
he was unable to properly compute his income. Furthermoper some of the income attributed to appellant should
not have been included as income since it represented
partnership earnings, not individual income. Appellant
does not present us with evidence of his position, but
relies on the argument that respondent has not met its
LurSan riga:ding the reconstruktioq of appeX?nt's
income;
Appellant has misinterpreted respondent's
burden. As stated above, as long as a reconstruction is
'based on facts rather than on conjecture, respondent has
satisfied its burden. These "facts" consist of "credible
evidence fn'the record*which, if accepted as true, would
. induce a reasonalsle belief that the amount of tax
assessred against the taxpayer is due and owing." ( A p p e a l
of Siroos.Ghaaali, supra.) An admission by a taxpayer
regarding his income represents such credible evidence so
as to satisfy respondent's burden. (Appeal of Dennis and
Cynthia Arnold, supra; A peal of Alan E. Frenchs Cal. St.
Bd. or: Equal.@ Mar. 4, 386; Appe;t50f HeeeYa;;d~h~~~
h
b
1
Cal. St. Bd. of Equal., Nov. 6 1
shifts to the taxpayer to pro& by &edible evidence,
that the admission, for whatever reason, is not an
appropriate foundation umn which to base a reconstrucpeal of Dennis and

None of the figures respokdent used were
derived from its own estimations; they were based solely
upon appellant"s own statements of income. The fact that
respondent chose the highest figure of income in each of
the four admitted categories of earnings does not
demonstrate arbitrariness on its part. Appellant
admitted to each of those amounts. Ef the amounts were
incorrect or inaccurate, appellant had ample opportunity
to provide substantive evidence to correct the income
estimation and prove the existence of a partnership.
This he did not do. Appellant simply r'e%ied on his filed
-1
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tax return as a "true" statement~',rnczzm~athWegd;a;o~al
find that document convincing.
about the fact that appellant wrote his story on a the
return. Without any documentation substantratlng
claimed income, the tax return is simply one of many
stories submitted by appellant as to how much he earned
during the period in question.
'Consequently, appellant has failed to supply us
with evidence that his present statement of income is
correct. Accordingly, respondent's action in this matter
will be sustained.
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O R D E R
Pursuant to the views expressed in the opinion
of the board on file in this proceeding, and good cause
appearing therefor,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED,
pursuant to section 18595 of the Revenue
and Taxation
_ _
Code, that the action of the Franchise Tax Board in
denying the petition of Howard Paul Rodson for reassessment of a jeopardy assessment of personal income .tax in,
the amount of $8,790 for the period January 1, 1982, to
November 3, 1982, be and the same is hereby sustained.
Done at Sacramento, California, this 10th day
of Septemberi 1986, by the State Board of Equalization,
with Board Members Mr. Nevins, Mr. Collis, Mr. Dronenburg
and Mr. Harvey present.
.
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Richard Nevins

I Chairman

Conway H. Collis

0 Member..

.

Ernest J. Dronenburg, Jr.. o Member
Walter Harvey*

? Member
Member

*For Kenneth Cory, per Government Code section 7.9.
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